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ON REALIZATION OF THE KREIN-LANGER CLASS Nκ OF
MATRIX-VALUED FUNCTIONS IN HILBERT SPACES WITH
INDEFINITE METRIC
YURI ARLINSKII, SERGEY BELYI, VLADIMIR DERKACH, AND EDUARD
TSEKANOVSKII
Dedicated to Henk de Snoo on the occasion of his 60th birthday
Abstract. In this paper the realization problems for the Krein-Langer class
Nκ of matrix-valued functions are being considered. We found the criterion
when a given matrix-valued function from the class Nκ can be realized as
linear-fractional transformation of the transfer function of canonical conserva-
tive system of the M. Livsic type (Brodskii-Livsic rigged operator colligation)
with the main operator acting on a rigged Pontryagin space Πκ with indefinite
metric. We specify three subclasses of the class Nκ(R) of all realizable matrix-
valued functions that correspond to different properties of a realizing system,
in particular, when the domains of the main operator of a system and its con-
jugate coincide, when the domain of the hermitian part of a main operator
is dense in Πκ. Alternatively we show that the class Nκ(R) can be realized
as transfer matrix-functions of some canonical impedance systems with self-
adjoint main operators in rigged spaces Πκ. The case of scalar functions of
the class Nκ(R) is considered in details and some examples are presented.
1. Introduction
Realizations and corresponding operator models of different classes of holomor-
phic matrix-valued functions in the open right half-plane, unit circle and upper
half-plane play important role in spectral analysis of different classes of linear op-
erators in Hilbert spaces, interpolation problems and system theory, and we refer
in this matter to [1], [2], [5]-[8], [10], [11]-[13], [16], [21], [22], [24], [26], [33], [37]-
[40]. In this paper we continue the investigation of various problems that arise in
the study of linear stationary conservative dynamic systems (operator colligations).
Relying on the results and technique developed in [11], [12] we keep dealing with
linear stationary conservative dynamic systems (l.s.c.d.s) θ of the form{
(A −zI) = KJϕ−
ϕ+ = ϕ− − 2iK∗x
(ImA = KJK∗)
or
θ =
(
A K J
H+ ⊂ Πκ ⊂ H− E
)
.
In the system θ above A is a bounded linear operator acting from H+ into H−,
where H+ ⊂ Πκ ⊂ H− is a rigged Pontryagin space, K is a linear bounded operator
from a Hilbert space E into H−, J = J ∗ = J−1 is acting in E, ϕ± ∈ E, ϕ− is an
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input vector, ϕ+ is an output vector, and x ∈ H+ is a vector of the inner state of
the system θ. The operator-valued function
Wθ(z) = I − 2iK∗(A− zI)−1KJ (ϕ+ =Wθ(z)ϕ−),
is the transfer operator-valued function of the system θ. It was shown in [12] that a
Herglotz-Nevanlinna matrix-valued function V (z) acting on a Hilbert space E can
be represented and realized in the form
V (z) = i[WΘ(z) + I]
−1[WΘ(z)− I]J = K∗(AR − zI)−1K,
where WΘ(z) is a transfer function of some canonical system Θ,
Θ =
(
A K J
H+ ⊂ H ⊂ H− E
)
,
if certain conditions on integral representation of V (z) are met. Alternatively, one
can realize a Herglotz-Nevanlinna matrix-valued V (z) as a transfer mapping of an
impedance system ∆ of the form{
(D− zI)x = Kϕ−,
ϕ+ = K
∗x,
(1)
where D is a self-adjoint operators acting from H+ into H− (see [12], [13]). In this
case associated transfer function is given by
V∆(z) = K
∗(D− zI)−1K.
In this paper we study similar realization problems but utilize a new type of realizing
systems whose main operator is acting on a rigged Pontryagin space Πκ. The set of
realizable functions appears to be a subclass of the well known Krein-Langer’s class
Nκ also known as generalized Nevanlinna functions. In Section 6 we specify three
subclasses of the class Nκ(R) of all realizable matrix-valued functions that yield
different properties of operators in the realizing systems. It is worth mentioning
that in the case when κ = 0 all the subclasses coincide with the similar subclasses
of realizable Herglotz-Nevanlinna functions described in [12], [13]. Section 7 uses
a factorization formula from [25] to provide applications of Nκ(R) realizations to
the scalar case when E = C while establishing a connection with the class N(R)
of realizable Herglotz-Nevanlinna functions. The paper is concluded with several
examples.
2. Operators in Pontryagin spaces Πκ
We start with the basic construction following some results from the theory of
operators in Πκ spaces [9], [29], [32], [33]. Let Πκ be a Pontryagin space [29], i.e.,
a Hilbert space H where along with the usual scalar product (x, y) there is an
indefinite scalar product
[x, y] = (Jx, y), (2)
where J = P+−P− is a bounded linear operator such that J = J∗, J2 = I, and P+
and P− are complementary orthoprojections, P+ + P− = I. Putting Π± = P±Πκ
we have
Πκ = Π+ ⊞Π−, dimΠ− = κ.
Here and below the direct orthogonal sum with respect to an indefinite scalar prod-
uct (2) is denoted by ⊞ and called pi-orthogonal sum. Similarly, the pi-orthogonal
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complement of a lineal L will be denoted by L[⊥]. The positive definite (x, y) and
indefinite [x, y] scalar products are related by
(x, y) = [x+, y+]− [x−, y−],
[x, y] = (x+, y+)− (x−, y−),
where x = x+ + x−, y = y+ + y−, x+, y+ ∈ Π+, and x−, y− ∈ Π−.
The set of vectors f ∈ L that are pi-orthogonal to L, i.e. f [⊥]L is called [29]
the isotropic part of the linear manifold L. If the isotropic part of L has non-zero
elements we say that the scalar product [·, ·] is degenerate [32] on L. L+ (respec-
tively, L−, L0) will denote the set of all x ∈ Πκ for which [x, x] > 0 (respectively,
[x, x] < 0, [x, x] = 0) and is called positive (negative, neutral) part of L. Every
subspace L ∈ Πκ can be decomposed into a direct sum of pi-orthogonal subspaces
L = L+ ⊞ L0 ⊞ L−,
where L+, L0, and L− are, respectively, positive, neutral, and negative subspaces,
some of which may degenerate into null subspaces. For a subspace L above we
write signL = (l+, l0, l−) where l± = dimL± and l0 = dimL0 [32].
Recall [1] that a linear relation in Πκ is a subspace A in Πκ ×Πκ. The domain
of a linear relation A is
D(A) = {f ∈ Πκ : 〈f, f ′〉 ∈ A for some f ′ ∈ Πκ} ,
and the range of A is
R(A) = {f ′ ∈ Πκ : 〈f, f ′〉 ∈ A for some f ∈ Πκ} .
The subspace
mulA = {g ∈ Πκ : 〈0, g〉 ∈ A}
is called the multivalued part of a linear relation A. A linear relation A is the graph
of a linear operator in Πκ if and only if mulA = {0}.
Let us associate with a linear operator A in Πκ the linear relation A := Gr(A),
the graph of the operator A.
For a linear relation A in Πκ its pi-adjoint A+ is defined by
A+ = {〈h, h′〉 ∈ Πκ ×Πκ : [f ′, h] = [f, h′] for all 〈f, f ′〉 ∈ A} .
A linear relation A (operator A) is called pi-symmetric if A ⊂ A+ and pi-selfadjoint
if A = A+.
We recall [29] that a pi-symmetric operator A in Πκ can not have more than κ
eigenvalues, counting multiplicities, in the upper (lower) half-plane. If the operator
A is pi-self-adjoint, then these non-real eigenvalues are located symmetrically with
respect to the real axis. For an arbitrary complex number z and a pi-symmetric
operator A in Πκ we set [29]
Mz = (A− z)D(A), Nz¯ =M[⊥]z .
If λ (Imλ 6= 0) is not an eigenvalue of A, then Mλ is a subspace of Πκ and Nλ
is called [29] a deficiency subspace corresponding to λ with dimNλ maintaining a
constant value as a deficiency index of A in Πκ. Let ∆A be the set of all non-real
λ for which the scalar product [·, ·] is degenerate on Nλ. According to [32] the
set ∆A of a pi-symmetric operator A contains no interior points, its complement
(C+ ∪ C−) \∆A is an open set, and on every component of this open set signNλ
is constant.
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It was shown in [19] that every pi-symmetric operator A in the space Πκ admits
pi-self-adjoint extensions in Πκ if and only if its deficiency indices coincide. An
operator A is called prime if it has no non-real eigenvalues and
c.l.s.{Nz, z 6= z¯} = Πκ. (3)
In what follows we denote Re(T ) = (T + T+)/2, Im(T ) = (T − T+)/2i for
linear operators T in Πκ with D(T ) = D(T+). Similarly, for a linear operator
Q with D(Q) = D(Q∗) in a Hilbert space we use the same notation to denote
Re(Q) = (Q+Q∗)/2 and Im(Q) = (Q −Q∗)/2i.
3. Bi-extensions in Rigged Pontryagin Space
Let consider A as an operator from the Hilbert space D(A) into the Hilbert space
H. Then its adjoint A∗ is defined on a set D(A∗) that is dense in H and has the
range in D(A). This allows us to introduce the Hilbert spaces H+ = D(A∗) and
H+ = JD(A∗) with corresponding inner products
(f, g)+ = (f, g) + (A
∗f,A∗g), f, g ∈ H+,
(f, g)+ = (f, g) + (A∗Jf,A∗Jg), f, g ∈ H+.
Next we construct two rigged Hilbert spaces [15], [18], [5], [12]
H+ ⊂ H ⊂ H− and H+ ⊂ H ⊂ H−.
Let R1 ∈ [H+,H−] and R2 ∈ [H+,H−] be the isometric Riesz-Berezanski˘ı operators
[15] corresponding to the above triplets. We introduce
J+ = J
∣∣∣
H+
,
the linear operator mapping H+ isometrically onto H
+ and let J×+ ∈ [H−,H−] be
its dual, which isometrically maps H− onto H−. It is easy to see that(
J×+
)−1
= R2 J+R−11 .
Since H− is isomorphic to H
− it can be considered as the space of anti-linear
functionals on H+ defined by
α(f) = (α, Jf) = [α, f ], α ∈ H−, f ∈ H+.
Thus, we can form a rigged Πκ space
H+ ⊂ Πκ ⊂ H−.
Consequently, if A ∈ [H+,H−] then A× ∈ [H+,H−] and [Af, g] = [f,A×g] for all
f, g ∈ H+.
Definition 1. An operator A ∈ [H+,H−] is called bi-extension of a closed pi-
symmetric operator A if A ⊃ A and A× ⊃ A. A bi-extension A is called pi-self-
adjoint if A = A×.
Let A be a bi-extension of a pi-symmetric operator A. The operator Aˆ = A with
D(Aˆ) = {f ∈ H+ | Af ∈ Πκ} is called quasi-kernel [5] of the operator A. If A = A×
and Aˆ is a quasi-kernel of A such that A 6= Aˆ, Aˆ+ = Aˆ then A is said to be a strong
pi-self-adjoint bi-extension of A.
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In what follows we will assume that the closed and non-densely defined pi-symmetric
operator A is J-regular [5], i.e., the operator PA is closed, where P is the orthog-
onal projection onto JD(A) in H. The analog of von Neumann’s formula for the
operator JA (see [40])
H
+ = D(A)⊕N′i ⊕N′−i ⊕N
holds in the space H+, where N′±i are the semi-deficiency subspaces of the operator
JA [31], i.e.
N
′
±i = JD(A)⊖ (PJA∓ iI)D(A)),
R = J×+R2, N = R−1L, and L = Πκ ⊟ D(A). The condition of A being J-regular
is equivalent to the subspace L being closed in H− and a sufficient condition of
J-regularity is dimL < ∞ (see [40], [5]). Let P+
D(A), P
+
N′
i
, P+
N′
−i
, P+
N
, and P+
M
be
the orthogonal projections in H+ onto D(A), N′i, N′−i, N, and M = H+ ⊖ D(A),
respectively. Then the set of all bi-extensions of a J-regular operator A is described
by the formula [40]
A = AP+
D(A) +
(
A+ +RSA
)
P+
M
,
where SA ∈ [M,M]. Moreover, A is pi-self-adjoint if and only if
SA − S∗A = −iP+N′
i
+ iP+
N′
−i
.
The Hilbert space version of the class ΩA in the definition below is found in [3], [4],
[40], [11].
Definition 2. We say that a closed densely defined linear operator T acting in a
Pontryagin space Πκ belongs to the class ΩA if:
(1) T ⊃ A, T+ ⊃ A where A is a closed Hermitian operator;
(2) T has a regular point in the lower half-plane;
(3) PT and PT+ are closed operators.
Note that a closed and non-densely defined J-regular pi-symmetric operator A
admits pi-selfadjoint extensions of the class ΩA if and only if its semi-deficiency
indices coincide [7], [40].
An operator A in [H+,H−] is called a (∗)-extension [11] of an operator T of
the class ΩA if both A ⊃ T and A× ⊃ T+. This (∗)-extension is called correct [11]
(regular [4]), if an operator ReA = 12 (A+A
×) is a strong pi-self-adjoint bi-extension
of an operator A. It is easy to show that if A is a (∗)-extension of T , the T and T+
are quasi-kernels of A and A+, respectively.
Definition 3. We say the operator T of the class ΩA belongs to the class ΛA if
(1) T admits a correct (∗)-extension;
(2) Gr(A) = Gr(T ) ∩Gr(T+).
It can be shown (see [5]) that if T ∈ ΛA then the equation
(A− λI)x = g,
is solvable for all λ ∈ ρ(T ) and all g ∈ ImA = 12 (A− A×).
Remark 4. A survey of theory of bi-extensions of symmetric operator in a Hilbert
space and its application to characteristic functions of operators of the class ΛA
is presented in [40]. Bi-extensions of pi-symmetric operators in Pontryagin spaces
were studied in [18].
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4. Operator colligations in Πκ
In this section we consider linear stationary conservative dynamic systems (l. s.
c. d. s.) θ of the form
(A− zI) = KJϕ−
ϕ+ = ϕ− − 2iK+x
(Im A = KJK∗) .
In the system θ above A is a bounded linear operator acting from H+ into H−,
where H+ ⊂ Πκ ⊂ H− is a rigged Pontryagin space, K is a linear bounded operator
from a Hilbert space E into H−, J = J ∗ = J−1 is acting in E, ϕ± ∈ E, ϕ− is an
input vector, ϕ+ is an output vector, and x ∈ H+ is a vector of the inner state of
the system θ.
For our purposes we need the following more precise definition:
Definition 5. The array
θ =
(
A K J
H+ ⊂ Πκ ⊂ H− E
)
(4)
is called a linear stationary conservative dynamic system (l.s.c.d.s.) or Brodski˘i-
Livs˘ic rigged operator colligation if
(1) A is a correct (∗)-extension of an operator T of the class ΛA for some
J-regular operator A with finite and equal deficiency indices;
(2) J = J ∗ = J −1 ∈ [E,E], dimE <∞;
(3) A− A× = 2iKJK+, where K ∈ [E,H−] kerK = {0} (K+ ∈ [H+, E]).
In this case, the operatorK is called a channel operator and J is called a direction
operator [11]. We associate with the system θ an operator-valued function
Wθ(z) = I − 2iK+(A− zI)−1KJ
which is called a transfer operator-valued function of the system θ or a characteristic
operator-valued function of Brodski˘i-Livs˘ic rigged operator colligations [11].
Following [16], [12] we call an l.s.c.d. system θ minimal if the pi-symmetric
operator A is such that there are no nontrivial invariant subspaces on which A
induces pi-self-adjoint operators. Clearly, the l.s.c.d. system θ is minimal if the
operator A satisfies the condition (3).
Let θ be a l.s.c.d.s. of the form (4). We consider an operator-valued function
Vθ(z) = K
+(AR − zI)−1K. (5)
The transfer operator-function Wθ(z) of the system θ and an operator-function
Vθ(z) of the form (5) are connected by the relation
Vθ(z) = i[Wθ(z) + I]
−1[Wθ(z)− I]J (6)
5. Class Nκ. Realization Theorems.
Let E be a Hilbert space with an inner product (·, ·) and an operator-valued
function Q(z) belong to [E,E].
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Definition 6. [33] An operator-valued function V (z) ∈ [E,E] belongs to the class
Nκ if it is meromorphic in C \ R and such that V (z¯) = V (z)∗, z ∈ ZV , and the
kernel
NV (z, ζ) =
V (ζ) − V (z)∗
ζ − z¯ , z, ζ ∈ ZV , ζ 6= z¯, (7)
NV (z, z¯) = V
′(z), z ∈ ZV ,
has κ negative squares, i.e. for all zj in the domain of holomorphy ZV of the
meromorphic (in C \ R) function V (z) and hj ∈ E (j = 0, 1, ..., n, ) the form
n∑
j,k=0
(
NV (zj , zk)hj , hk
)
ξj ξ¯k (8)
contains at most κ negative squares and for one such a set exactly κ negative
squares.
Mention, that the kernel NV (z, ζ) for a function V ∈ Nκ restricted to the upper
half-plane has the same number κ of negative squares, see [32].
Class Nκ was introduced in [33] and studied further in [34], [17]. Different
operator models corresponding to Nκ-functions are constructed in [33], [21], [22],
[23], [28].
Definition 7. [11] An operator-valued function V (z) in a finite-dimensional Hilbert
space E is called realizable if, in some domain D ⊂ C−, V (z) can be represented in
the form
Vθ(z) = i[Wθ(z) + I]
−1[Wθ(z)− I], (9)
where Wθ(z) is a transfer operator-function of some l.s.c.d.s. θ with the direction
operator J = I.
Definition 8. An operator-function V (z) ∈ [E,E] (dimE < ∞) belongs to the
class Nκ(R) if the following conditions are met:
(1) V ∈ Nκ;
(2) for all f ∈ E
lim
y↑∞
(
V (iy)f, f
)
y
= 0; (10)
(3) For all z ∈ ZV ⋂
ζ∈ZV
kerNV (ζ, z) = {0}; (11)
(4) for all f ∈ B = {f ∈ E | limy↑∞ y(ImV (iy)f, f) <∞}
lim
y↑∞
V (iy)f = 0. (12)
Theorem 9. Let θ be a minimal l.s.c.d.s. of the form (4) with J = I in E,
dimE <∞. Then the operator-function Vθ(z) of the form (9) admits a holomorphic
continuation to a function V (z) which belongs to the class Nκ(R).
Proof. For a l.s.c.d.s θ of the form (4) consider
V (z) = K+(AR − zI)−1K, z ∈ ρ(AˆR),
where AˆR is the quasi-kernel of the operator AR. As follows from (6) V (z) is a
holomorphic continuation of the function Vθ(z). We set
Γz = (AR − zI)−1K, z ∈ ρ(AˆR).
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It can be seen that the operator Γz is invertible and the following relation is valid
Γz = (AR − ζI)(AR − zI)−1Γζ , z, z ∈ ρ(AˆR).
Let z0 ∈ ρ(AˆR) and let A˜ be a pi - symmetric operator defined as follows
D(A˜) =
{
f ∈ D(AˆR) |
[
(AˆR − z¯0I)f,Γz0g
]
= 0, ∀g ∈ E
}
, A˜f = AˆRf, f ∈ D(AˆR),
Since
V (z)− V ∗(ζ)
z − ζ¯ =
K+(AR − zI)−1K −K+(AR − ζ¯I)−1K
z − ζ¯
= K+(AR − ζ¯I)−1(AR − zI)−1K
= Γ+ζ Γz, z, z ∈ ρ(AˆR), (13)
the operator-function V (z) is a Krein-Langer Q-function [32], [33] for the pi - sym-
metric operator A˜ and its pi-self-adjoint extension AˆR. Let f ∈ D(A˜). Then for
any g ∈ H+
[ImAf, g] = [f, ImAg] = [f, (AR − z¯0I)Γz0K+g] = [(AˆR − z¯0I)f,Γz0K+g] = 0.
Thus, ImAf = 0 for f ∈ D(A˜) and A ⊃ T ⊃ A˜, A× ⊃ T+ ⊃ A˜. But this is
possible only when A˜ = A since A is the maximal pi-symmetric part of the operator
T . Consequently, ΓzE = Nz and Vθ(z) is a Krein-Langer Q-function for a prime
pi - symmetric operator A. It was shown in [33] that a Q-function of a prime pi -
symmetric operator (in the upper half-plane) belongs to the class Nκ and condition
(10) holds.
In order to prove (11) we note that since the operator A is prime then for all
f ∈ ⋂ζ∈ZV kerNV (ζ, z) and all g ∈ E we have
[Γzf,Γζg] =
(
Vθ(z)− V ∗θ (ζ)
z − ζ¯ f, g
)
= 0,
and hence f = 0.
It was shown in [33] that
Nz ∩ D(AˆR) = ΓzB, z ∈ ρ(AˆR). (14)
It is easy to see that
(AR − zI)(Nz ∩D(AˆR)) = L, (15)
where L = D(A)[⊥]. Clearly, dimB <∞, since B ⊂ E.
In order to prove (12) we need to use the spectral decomposition of the pi-self-
adjoint operator AR. It was shown in [5] that for all g ∈ D(AR)
ARg = lim
z=iy↑∞
(−z2)
[
(AR − zI)−1 + 1
z
]
g. (16)
It follows from (13) that
(−z2)Γ+z0
[
(AR − zI)−1 + 1
z
]
Γz0 =
−z2[Vθ(z)− V ∗θ (z0)]
(z − z0)(z − z¯0) +
zz0
z − z0Γ
+
z0
Γz0 (17)
Taking the limit in (17) and using (16), we obtain for all f ∈ B
Γ+z0ARΓz0f = − limz=iy↑∞Vθ(z)f + V
∗
θ (z0)f + z0Γ
+
z0
Γz0f (18)
= − lim
z=iy↑∞
Vθ(z)f +ReVθ(z0)f +Re z0Γ
+
z0
Γz0f.
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Taking into account that ReVθ(z0) = Γ
+
z0
ARΓz0f − Re z0Γ+z0Γz0 we get (12). 
Theorem 10. Let an operator-valued function V (z) belong to the class Nκ(R).
Then V (z) admits a minimal realization by a system θ of the form (4) with J = I.
Proof. It was shown in [33] that if an operator-function V (z) in [E,E] satisfies the
conditions 1) and 2) of Definition 8 then it is possible to construct a Pontryagin
space Πκ(V ) and a symmetric operator A with a pi-self-adjoint extension AV in
Πκ(V ). The strictness condition 3) guarantees that the function V (z) is a Krein-
Langer Q-function of a pair A and AV . We will use a reproducing kernel space
model for the operators A, AV elaborated in [2], [20] and [22].
Step 1. Let us consider the reproducing kernel Pontryagin space Πκ(V ) corre-
sponding to the kernel N(z, ζ) := NV (z, ζ). The latter means see [1] that Πκ(V )
consists of functions holomorphic on ZV and for each z ∈ ZV and h ∈ E the
followings hold:
(a) N(z, ζ)h belongs to Πκ(V ) as a function on ζ;
(b) [f(·), N(z, ζ)h] = (f(z), h)E for every f(·) in Πκ(V ).
In particular, it follows from (b) that the evaluation operator f 7→ (f(z), h)E is
continuous in Πκ(V ). The multiplication operator
A : f(ζ) 7→ ζf(ζ), (19)
with the domain dom A = {f ∈ Πκ(V ) : ζf(ζ) ∈ Πκ(V )} is a prime closed sym-
metric operator in Πκ(V ). Let A := Gr(A) As was shown in [22] the adjoint linear
relation A+ takes the form
A+ = { {f, f˜} ∈ Πκ(V )2 : f˜(ζ)− ζf(ζ) = h1 − V (ζ)h0; h0, h1 ∈ E }
and the linear relation
AV = { {f, f˜} ∈ Πκ(V )2 : f˜(ζ) − ζf(ζ) = h1 ∈ E } (20)
is a self-adjoint extension of A with ρ(AV ) = ZV .
The deficiency subspace Nz of A (z ∈ ZV ) consists of vector-functions γ(z)h :=
N(z¯, ·)h, h ∈ E. The mapping γ(z) : E → Nz is injective since the assumption
γ(z)h = 0 and the equality
[N(z¯, ·)h,N(w¯, ·)g] = (N(z¯, w¯)h, g)E =
(
V (z)− V (w)∗
z − w¯ h, g
)
E
(21)
imply that h ∈ ⋂
w∈ZV
ker(V (z) − V (w)∗). It follows from the hypothesis 3) that
h = 0. The linear span of deficiency subspaces Nz (z ∈ ZV ) is dense in Πκ(V ) and,
hence, the operator V is a prime symmetric operator in Πκ(V ).
Let us show that γ(z) satisfies the identity
γ(z) = (AV − z0)(AV − z)−1γ(z0), z, z0 ∈ ZV . (22)
This is straightforward from the identities
zN(z¯, ζ)h− ζN(z¯, ζ)h = V (z)h− V (ζ)h, (23)
z0N(z¯0, ζ)h− ζN(z¯0, ζ)h = V (z0)h− V (ζ)h. (24)
Subtracting (24) from (23) one obtains due to (20)
{N(z¯, ζ)h−N(z¯0, ζ), zN(z¯, ζ)h− z0N(z¯0, ζ)h} ∈ AV . (25)
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The latter equality is equivalent to (22).
The identities (22) and (21) show that V (z) is the Kre˘ın-Langer Q-function of
the pair A, AV . The assumption (10) implies that mul AV = {0}, see [32], and,
therefore, AV is the graph of an operator AV .
Step 2. The operator A need not be densely defined. Let us calculate vector-
functions from the subspace L = D(A)[⊥] explicitly. As follows from (14) and(15)
γ(z)B = Nz ∩ D(AV ) = (AV − z)−1L. (26)
This implies that for every h ∈ B there exists a strong limit of the vector-function
h∞(·) := lim
y↑∞
(iy)γ(−iy)h = lim
y↑∞
(iy)N(iy, ·)h (27)
as y →∞. Since the evaluation operator is continuous in Πκ(V ) one obtains from
the hypothesis 4) for every z ∈ ZV
h∞(z) = lim
y↑∞
(iy)N(iy, z)h
= lim
y↑∞
(iy)
V (z)− V (−iy)
z + iy
h = V (z)h.
(28)
Therefore, the subspace L takes the form
L = {V (·)h : h ∈ B} .
It follows from (23) and (20) that for every h ∈ B
(AV − z)−1V (·)h = N(z¯, ·)h (z ∈ ZV ). (29)
One can derive the same equality from (26), (27), (28) and (22).
Step 3. Let us show that for every g ∈ E the function V (·)g generates a functional
on D(A+) = D(AV ) +Ni by the formulas[
(AV − z0)−1f(·), V (·)g
]
= (f(z0), g)E , f ∈ Πκ(V ), (30)
[N(z¯0, ·)h, V (·)g] = (V (z0)h, g)E , h ∈ E, (31)
which is continuous in the norm of H+ = D(A+).
Mention first that the formulas (30) and (31) are consistent since for f(·) = V (·)h
(h ∈ B) one obtains from (29) and (30) the formula[
(AV − z0)−1V (·)h, V (·)g
]
= (V (z0)h, g)E ,
which agrees with (31).
Next, it follows from (30), (31), (22) and the identity
(AV − z)−1 = (AV − z0)−1(AV − z0)(AV − z)−1
that
[N(z¯, ·)h, V (·)g] =
([
V (z0)v + (z − z0)V (z)− V (z0)
z − z0 h
]
, g
)
E
= (V (z)h, g)E.
(32)
Let now a sequence ϕn ∈ D(AV ) converges to ϕ ∈ D(AV ) in H+-norm. Then
fn(·) = (AV − z0)ϕn(·)→ f(·) = (AV − z0)ϕ(·) strongly in Πκ(V )
and by continuity of the evaluation operator one has
fn(z)→ f(z) ∀z ∈ ZV .
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Then it follows from (30) that
[ϕn(·), V (·)g]→ [ϕ(·), V (·)g] (n→∞)
and, therefore, the functional generated by V (·)g via (30) and (31) is continious,
since dimH+(mod D(AV )) <∞.
Step 4. Using the operator A defined in (19) we construct a rigged Pontryagin
space H+ ⊂ Πκ(V ) ⊂ H− the way it was described in the section 3. The functional
V (·)h, h ∈ E considered above can be viewed as an element from H−. Let us define
a linear operator K : E → H− by the equality
Kh := V (·)h, h ∈ E. (33)
Clearly the operatorK is invertible, otherwise V (z) ≡ 0 and definition 8 is violated.
Let us extend the operator AV to the linear operator AR : H
+ = D(AV ) +Nz0 →
H− by the equality
ARN(z¯0, ·)g = z0N(z¯0, ·)g + V (·)g, g ∈ E. (34)
This definition agrees with (29) for g ∈ B ⊂ E. The operator AR is a pi-self-adjoint
bi-extension of A with the quasi-kernel AV . It follows from (25) and (34) that
(AR − z)N(z¯, ·)g = V (·)g, g ∈ E. (35)
Making use of (33) and (35) one obtains
K+(AR − z)−1Kg = K+N(z¯, ·)g, z ∈ ZV .
An application of (32) and (33) implies
(K+N(z¯, ·)g, h) = [N(z¯, ·)g, V (·)h] = (V (z)g, h)E,
and, therefore,
K+(AR − z)−1K = V (z), z ∈ ZV .
Step 5. We set AI = KK
+ and define
A = AR + iAI .
It is obvious that the l.s.c.d.s.
θ =
(
A K I
H+ ⊂ Πκ(V ) ⊂ H− E
)
(36)
satisfies conditions (2) and (3) of Definition 5. What remains to show then is that
the quasi-kernel T of the operator A belongs to the class ΛA. To do this it suffices to
show that ρ(T )∩C− is nonempty and check that A is the maximal symmetric part
of T and T+. Since V ∈ Nκ it follows from [34, Theorem 2.2] that V (z) − iI has
at most κ zeros in C−. Let us assume without loss of generality that the operator
(V (z0)− iI) is invertible. Consequently, the operator
H = I + iK+(AR − z0I)−1K = I + iV (z0) ∈ [E,E],
is invertible as well. It follows from (28), (34), (35) that
AN(z¯0, ·)g = z0N(z¯0, ·)g + V (·)Hg, g ∈ E.
Since H is invertible this implies R(A− z0I) ⊃ R(K).
Let f ∈ Nz. Then (A − z0I)f = g + (z − z0)f , where g = (AR − zI)f + iAIf.
Since R(AI) ⊂ R(K) and (AR − zI)Nz = R(K), we have g ∈ R(K) and therefore
there is an x such that (A− z0I)x = g. Thus
(A− z0I)(f − x) = (z − z0)f,
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i.e., R(A−z0I) ⊃ Nz. Since the operator A is prime, c.l.s.{Nz, z 6= z¯} = Πκ(V ),
we have R(T − z0I) = Πκ(V ). On the other hand, the relations
R(T − z0I) ⊃Mz0 , dimR(T − z0I)( mod (Mz0)) <∞,
imply that R(T − z0I) is closed and hence coincides with Πκ(V ). Similarly, one
proves that R(T+− z0I) = Πκ(V ), T+ is a quasi-kernel of A×, and concludes that
A is a correct (∗)-extension of T .
To prove that A is the maximal symmetric part of T and T+, we assume the
contrary. Then there exists such a pi-symmetric operator A0 that
T ⊃ A0 ⊃ A, T+ ⊃ A0 ⊃ A.
Consequently, for all f ∈ D(A0), Af = A×f = A0f ,
AIf =
(A− A×)
2i
f = 0, ARf = (A− AI)f = A0f ∈ Πκ(V ).
Thus, f ∈ D(AV ) and AV f = A0f . For any g ∈ H+ we have
[(AV − z¯0I)f, γ(z0)K+g] = [f,AIg] = [AIf, g] = 0.
But since R(γ(z0)K
+) = Nz0 , then f ∈ D(A) and D(A0) = D(A). Thus A is the
maximal symmetric part of T and T+.

Remark 11. We should mention that the realization results obtained in Theorem 10
can be interpreted as realization with impedance systems ∆ of the form (1) with
D = AR and
V∆(z) = K
+(AR − zI)−1K.
Remark 12. In the recent paper [35] the authors derive an alternative integral
representation for matrix-functions of the class Nκ. It can be easily shown that all
functions of the class Nκ(R) fall into the special class described in Theorem 4.1 of
[35] and permit a reduced Krein-Langer integral representation developed in that
theorem.
6. Subclasses of the class Nκ(R)
In this section we follow [11] and introduce three distinct subclasses of the class
of realizable operator-valued functions Nκ(R).
Definition 13. An operator-function V (z) of the class Nκ(R) belongs to the sub-
class N0κ(R) if in the definition 8 the subspace B is trivial, i.e.,
lim
y↑∞
y
(
ImV (iy)f, f
)
=∞, ∀f ∈ E, f 6= 0. (37)
Definition 14. An operator-function V (z) of the class Nκ(R) belongs to the sub-
class N1κ(R) if in the definition 8 the subspace B = E, i.e.,
lim
y↑∞
y
(
ImV (iy)f, f
)
<∞, ∀f ∈ E, f 6= 0. (38)
Definition 15. An operator-function V (z) of the class Nκ(R) belongs to the sub-
class N01κ (R) if in the definition 8 the subspace B is neither trivial nor equals E,
i.e.
{0}  B  E.
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One may notice that N(R) is a union of three distinct subclasses N0(R), N1(R)
and N01(R). Now we prove the direct and inverse realization theorems in each of
the subclasses.
Theorem 16. Let θ be a l.s.c.d.s. of the form (4) such that J = I and A is an
operator with dense domain. Then operator-function Vθ(z) of the form (5), (6) has
a holomorphic continuation V (z) which belongs to the class N0κ(R).
Conversely, let an operator-valued function V (z) belong to the class N0κ(R). Then
V (z) admits a minimal realization by a system θ of the form (4) with a densely
defined operator A.
Proof. Since the operator A is densely defined D(A˜) ∩ Nz = {0} for every self-
adjoint extension A˜ of A. In particular, one obtains D(ÂR) ∩ Nz = {0}. Due
to (14) this implies B = {0}.
Conversely, if B = {0} then it follows from (14) and (15) that L = {0}, and,
hence, the operator A is densely defined. 
In order to proceed with the similar results in the class N1κ(R) we need to recall
the definition of O-operator [12] and give its analogue for the spaces with indefinite
metric. A J-regular pi-symmetric operator A is called an O-operator if its semi-
deficiency indices are equal to zero. As it was shown in [5] for an operator T ∈ ΛA
there exist linear operators
MT : N
′
i ⊞N→ N′−i ⊞N,
MT+ : N
′
−i ⊞N→ N′i ⊞N,
such thatMT = Gr(MT ) andMT+ = Gr(MT+) have trivial intersections with the
manifold {{x, x} : x ∈ N} and
D(T ) = D(A)⊞ {x− y | 〈x, y〉 ∈ MT }, (39)
D(T+) = D(A)⊞ {x− y | 〈x, y〉 ∈ MT+}. (40)
If A is an O-operator then MT and MT+ are operators in N (dimN <∞) with 1 ∈
ρ(MT )∩ρ(MT+) and the relations (39)-(40) imply that D(T ) = D(T+) = N, Im(T )
is a bounded selfadjoint operator in Πκ, and Re(T ) is a pi-selfadjoint extension of
A in Πκ.
Theorem 17. Let θ be a l.s.c.d.s. of the form (4) such that J = I, A is an O-
operator, and D(T ) = D(T+). Then operator-function Vθ(z) of the form (5), (6)
has a holomorphic continuation V (z) which belongs to the class N1κ(R).
Conversely, let an operator-valued function V (z) belongs to the class N1κ(R).
Then V (z) admits a minimal realization by a system θ of the form (4) with a
non-densely defined O-operator A.
Proof. Once again using Theorem 9 we have that V (z) ∈ Nκ(R) and need to show
(38). Since A is an O-operator, N′z = 0, and hence dimNz = dimN. Using (14)
we have
dim(ΓzB) = dim(D(ÂR) ∩Nz) = dimN.
On the other hand, Nz = ΓzE and thus dimΓzE = dimN. Consequently, since B
is a subspace of E and dimE = dimB we have B = E.
Conversely, if B = E, then using (14) we get ΓzB = ΓzE = D(ÂR) ∩Nz = Nz.
Applying (15) yields
dim ((AR − zI)Nz) = dimL = dimN, z ∈ ρ(AˆR).
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Since (AR− zI) is an invertible operator for z ∈ ρ(AˆR) we conclude that dimNz =
dimN. It can be shown (see [5], [40]) that the operator P+
M
described in the section 3
is a bijective mapping from N±i onto N
′
±i⊞N. Considering the above we have then
dimN′±i⊞N = dimN. This proves that N
′
±i = 0 and thus A is an O-operator. 
Remark 18. If V ∈ N0κ(R) then the operator A in the realization (4) is densely
defined and this implies that D(T ) 6= D(T+) for the operator T mutually disjoint
with T+. When the operator A is nondensely defined even mutually disjoint oper-
ators T and T+ may have the same domain. In fact the equality D(T ) = D(T+)
holds if V ∈ N1κ(R). In this case we may not consider the bi-extensions of T in the
rigged Pontryagin space and the corresponding l.s.c.d.s. can be written as follows
θ =
(
T K J
Πκ E
)
.
Theorem 19. Let θ be a l.s.c.d.s. of the form (4) such that J = I, D(A) 6= Πκ,
and D(T ) 6= D(T+). Then operator-function Vθ(z) of the form (5), (6) has a
holomorphic continuation V (z) which belongs to the class N01κ (R).
Conversely, let an operator-valued function V (z) belongs to the class N01κ (R).
Then V (z) admits a minimal realization by a system θ of the form (4) with a
non-densely defined operator A and D(T ) 6= D(T+).
The proof is immediate from Theorem 16 and Theorem 17.
7. Applications to the scalar case
In this section we consider scalar functions of the class Nκ. We will establish the
link between scalar (E = C) realizable functions of the class Nκ(R) and a class of
realizable Nevanlinna functions [12].
The realization problems of the present type for Nevanlinna operator-valued
functions were studied in details in [12] and [13] where similar subclass structure
was developed. In particular, it was shown that any realizable Nevanlinna operator-
function V (z) admits an integral representation
V (z) = Q+ F · z +
+∞∫
−∞
(
1
t− z −
t
1 + t2
)
dG(t), (41)
in the Hilbert spaceE. In this representationQ = Q∗, F = 0, G(t) is non-decreasing
operator-function on (−∞,+∞) for which
+∞∫
−∞
dG(t)
1 + t2
∈ [E,E],
and
Qe =
+∞∫
−∞
t
1 + t2
dG(t)e
for all e ∈ E∞ where
E∞ =
{
e ∈ E :
∫ +∞
−∞
(dG(t)e, e)E <∞
}
. (42)
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The class of all realizable Nevanlinna operator-functions is called N(R) (see [12]).
The three subclasses of the classN(R) were introduced in [13] and are calledN0(R),
N1(R), and N01(R). Each subclass is described in terms of the subspace E∞ in
(42) determined by the variation of measure G(t) in the representation (41). In
particular, E∞ = {0} for the class N0(R), E∞ = E for N1(R), and {0}  E∞  E
for N01(R).
Now let us recall the following factorization result from [25] (see also [22]). Every
scalar function V (z) ∈ Nκ admits a unique factorization
V (z) =
p(z)p♯(z)
q(z)q♯(z)
V0(z), (43)
where V0 belongs to the class N0, p(z) and q(z) are relatively prime monic polyno-
mials such that max(deg p, deg q) = κ, p♯(z) = p(z¯). Recall also that the point ∞
is called a generalized pole of nonpositive type of Q if
−∞ ≤ lim
z→̂∞
Q(z)
z
< 0, (44)
and the point ∞ is called a generalized zero of nonpositive type of Q if
0 ≤ lim
z→̂∞
zQ(z) <∞. (45)
In terms of the factorization (43) one can consider the following three possibilities:
(1) ∞ is a generalized pole of non-positive type of the function V (z) if and only
if deg p > deg q;
(2) ∞ is a generalized zero of non-positive type of the function V (z) if and only
if deg p < deg q;
(3) ∞ is neither the generalized pole of non-positive type nor generalized zero
of non-positive type of the function V (z) if and only if deg p = deg q.
In the first case V does not belong to the class Nκ(R), in the second case V is
definitely in the class Nκ(R), and in the third case the inclusion V ∈ Nκ(R) can
be characterized in terms of the function V0.
Theorem 20. Let V (z) ∈ Nκ with E = C and let ∞ be neither the generalized pole
nor generalized zero of non-positive type of the function V (z). Then V (z) belongs
to the class Nκ(R) if and only if the function V0 in the factorization (43) belongs
to the class N(R).
Proof. Suppose V0(z) ∈ N(R) and let V admits the factorization (43) with p and
q such that deg p = deg q = κ. Then V belongs to the class Nκ (see [25]). Also,
since V0(z) ∈ N(R) then F = 0 in (41). It follows from the representation (41) (see
[30], [27]) that in this case
lim
y↑∞
V0(iy)
y
= F = 0. (46)
Combining (43) and (46) we get (10). In order to prove the third item in the
definition of the class Nκ(R) we first notice that it is equivalent to the function
V (z) not being an identical constant. Let us assume the contrary, i.e.,
V (z) =
p(z)p♯(z)
q(z)q♯(z)
V0(z) ≡ k, k ∈ C.
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This immediately contradicts that V0(z) is holomorphic in the upper half-plane.
Therefore, the condition (3) of the definition of the class Nκ(R) is satisfied.
It was shown in [30] that if V0(z) ∈ N(R) then
lim
y↑∞
yV0(iy) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dG(t), (47)
where G(t) is the function from the representation (41) of V0(z). Then we see that
the subspace B defined by (12) for the class Nκ(R) coincides with the definition
of the subspace E∞ in (42) written for the function V0(z). We notice that since
E = C then either E∞ = {0} or E∞ = E = C. Finally, if E∞ = C
lim
y↑∞
V (iy) = lim
y↑∞
V0(iy) = 0,
(see [30]) and hence V (z) ∈ Nκ(R).
Conversely, let V (z) ∈ Nκ(R). Then (46) will provide us with F = 0 in the
integral representation (41) of V0(z). Furthermore, since V (z) ∈ Nκ(R) then
lim
y↑∞
yV (iy) = lim
y↑∞
yV0(iy), (48)
and is either finite or infinite. If the limit is infinite then E∞ = {0} for V0(z) and
V0(z) ∈ N(R). If the limit is finite then E∞ = E = C, (47) holds for V0(z), and
(see [30])
Q =
+∞∫
−∞
t
1 + t2
dG(t).
Therefore, V0(z) ∈ N(R). 
Corollary 21. A function V (z) belongs to the class N0κ(R) with E = C if and only
if the function V0 in the equation (43) belongs to the class N
0(R).
Corollary 22. A function V (z) belongs to the class N1κ(R) with E = C if and only
if the function V0 in the equation (43) belongs to the class N
1(R).
Proof. The proofs of both corollaries immediately follow from (47) and (48). 
8. Examples
We conclude the paper with simple illustrations.
Example 23. Let us define Π1 as a set of all L
2([0, 2pi], dx) functions with the
scalar product
[f, g] =
2π∫
0
f(x)g(x) dx− 1
pi
2π∫
0
f(x) dx
2π∫
0
g(x) dx
Let also A be a pi-symmetric operator defined by
Af =
1
i
df
dx
with
D(A) =
{
f ∈ Π1 | f, f ′ ∈ ACloc([0, 2pi]), f(0) = f(2pi) = 0
}
.
Let T be an operator in Π1 defined by
T f =
1
i
df
dx
− 1
pii
f(2pi),
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where
D(T ) =
{
f ∈ Π1 | f, f ′ ∈ ACloc([0, 2pi]), f(0) = 0
}
.
One can check that the operator T ⊃ A, T+ ⊃ A, and A is a maximal pi-symmetric
part of T and T+, i.e., T ∈ ΩA. The following two formulas define a (∗)-extension
of T .
Af =
1
i
df
dx
− 1
pii
(
f(2pi)− f(0))− if(0) [δ(x− 2pi) + δ(x) + 2
pi
]
,
A×f =
1
i
df
dx
− 1
pii
(
f(2pi)− f(0))+ if(2pi) [δ(x− 2pi) + δ(x)− 2
pi
]
.
By straightforward calculations we get
A− A×
i
f =
(
f(0) + f(2pi)
) [ 2
pi
− δ(x − 2pi)− δ(x)
]
.
Now we can include A into a l.s.c.d.s.
θ =
(
A K 1
H+ ⊂ Π1 ⊂ H− C
)
,
where
Ke =
1√
2
[
2
pi
− δ(x− 2pi)− δ(x)
]
e, e ∈ C.
Then we can derive
Wθ(z) = 1 + 2i[(A− zI)−1Ke,Ke] = (zpii− 1)e
2πzi + 1
e2πzi − zpii− 1 .
Consequently, the function
Vθ(z) = i[Wθ(z) + I]
−1[Wθ(z)− I]J = 2 + piiz − (2− piiz)e
2πiz
piz(e2πzi − 1) ,
belongs to the class N01 .
Example 24. Now we consider a construction which leads to examples of functions
of the class N1κ(R). Let H and N be two Hilbert spaces. Suppose that A0 is possibly
unbounded operator in H with nonempty resolvent set ρ(A0). Let the operator T
in the Hilbert space H = H⊕N is given by the block-operator matrix
T =
(
A0 C
B D
)
with bounded entries B,C and D. Recall that the operator valued function
S(z) = D −B(A0 − zI)−1C, z ∈ ρ(A0)
is called the transfer function of the system determined by the matrix T . It is well
known that the number z ∈ ρ(A0) belongs to ρ(T ) if and only if
X(z) := S(z)− zI = D −B(A0 − zI)−1C − zI (49)
has bounded inverse defined on N. If this is a case then the resolvent (T − zI)−1 is
given by the Schur-Frobenius formula(
(A0 − zI)−1
(
I + CX−1(z)B(A0 − zI)−1
) −(A0 − zI)−1CX−1(z)
−X−1(z)B(A0 − zI)−1 X−1(z)
)
(50)
Note that X(z) is called the Schur complement of the block-matrix T − zI. Let
dimN = κ < ∞. Suppose that A0 is a selfadjoint operator in H. In this case if
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|Imz| is sufficiently large then the norm of the operator z−1 (D −B(A0 − zI)−1C)
is less then one, therefore X−1(z) exists and X−1(z) is a meromorphic function in
C+ ∪ C−. Equip the Hilbert space H by the indefinite inner product
[h, g] := (PH0h, PH0g)− (PNhPNg), h, g ∈ H,
where PH0 and PN are the orthogonal projections in H onto H0 and N, respectively.
Then H becomes a Pontryagin space Πκ. Let A be a linear operator in the Hilbert
space H defined as follows
D(A) = D(A0), Ah := A0h+Bh, h ∈ D(A).
The operator A is a non-densely defined and closed pi-Hermitian operator in Πκ.
Since the operator PH0A = A0 is selfadjoint, the operatorA is J regularO-operator,
where J = PH0 − PN. Evidently, the operator
T =
(
A0 −B∗
B D
)
(51)
meets the conditions
D(T ) = D(T+) = D(A0)⊕N, T ⊃ A, T+ ⊃ A
In particular, T is pi-selfadjoint if and only if D is a selfadjoint in the Hilbert space
N.
Let D = Re(D) + iIm(D). Then
Re(T ) =
1
2
(T + T+) =
(
A0 −B∗
B Re(D)
)
, Im(T ) =
1
2i
(T − T+) =
(
0 0
0 Im(D)
)
Assume also that DI = KJK+, where K acts from the Hilbert space N into the
negative subspace N of the Pontryagin space Πκ and K is invertible. Note that
K+ = −K∗ where K∗ is the Hilbert space adjoint to K : N→ N. Then
θ =
(
T K J
Πκ N
)
is the l.s.c.d.s. The transfer function W (z) of θ is given by
W (z) = I − 2iK+(T − zI)−1KJ = I − 2iK+PN(T − zI)−1KJ , z ∈ ρ(T )
and its fractional-linear transformation is
V (z) = i[W (z)+I]−1[W (z)−I]J = K+PN(Re(T )−zI)−1K, z ∈ ρ(T )∩ρ(Re(T )).
Let
XT (z) = D +B(A0 − zI)−1B∗ − zI, XTR(z) = Re(D) +B(A0 − zI)−1B∗ − zI.
Then from (50) it follows that
W (z) = I − 2iK+X−1T (z)KJ , V (z) = K+X−1TR (z)K.
Let us take Im(D) = −I, K = I then K+ = −I and −X−1TR (z) belongs to the class
N1κ(R) in the Hilbert space N. Thus we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 25. Let H0 and N be Hilbert spaces, dimN = κ < ∞. Let A0 be a
selfadjoint operator in H0, B is a bounded operator from H0 into N, and let D be
a selfadjoint operator in N. Then the operator valued function
V (z) = − (D +B(A0 − zI)−1B∗ − zI)−1 , z ∈ C+ ∪ C−
belongs to the class N1κ(R) in the Hilbert space N.
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Using Theorem 25 let us give some concrete example of scalar function from the
class N11 (R).
Let H be a weighted Hilbert space L2 ([−1, 1], ρ(t)) with the weight
ρ(t) =
2
pi
√
1− t2.
Let the operator A0 in L2 ([−1, 1], ρ(t)) be defined as follows:
(A0f)(t) = tf(t), f(t) ∈ L2 ([−1, 1], ρ(t)) .
Then A0 is a selfadjoint contraction. Let e0(t) = 1, t ∈ [−1, 1] The function
e0(t) belongs to L2 ([−1, 1], ρ(t)) and ||e0|| = 1. Let N = C. Define the operator
B : L2 ([−1, 1], ρ(t))→ C as follows
Bf(t) =
2γ
pi
1∫
−1
f(t)
√
1− t2 dt, f(t) ∈ L2 ([−1, 1], ρ(t)) ,
where γ 6= 0. Then
B∗c = γ c e0(t), c ∈ C.
Let D be the operator of multiplication on a real number d in the space C. It is
known [15] that
2
pi
1∫
−1
√
1− t2
t− z dt = 2(
√
z2 − 1− z), z /∈ [−1, 1],
where the branch of the function
√
z2 − 1 is taken such that Im√z2 − 1 > 0 for
Im z > 0. It follows that the function V (z) = − (D +B(A0 − zI)−1B∗ − zI)−1
takes the form
V (z) =
1
z − 2 |γ|2(√z2 − 1− z)− d =
1
(1 + 2|γ|2)z − 2 |γ|2√z2 − 1− d
According to Theorem 25 the function V (z), z ∈ C+ belongs to the class N11 (R).
If |γ|2 > max{0, (d2 − 1)/4} the function V (z) has a simple pole
z0 =
d(1 + 2|γ|2) + 2|γ|2i
√
4 |γ|2 + 1− d2
1 + 2|γ|2
in C+.
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